Owner of True North Recruiting acquires local search firm
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Jay Lucas, President and owner of True North Recruiting, LLC, a full-service recruiting and executive search firm, has acquired
Jordan Sitter & Associates headquartered in San Antonio, TX as of March 30, 2018. Jordan Sitter & Associates, founded in 1978 by
Joe Jordan, is an executive search firm now operating in its 40th year. Jordan Sitter & Associates conducts exclusive and retained
assignments for clients who manufacture, distribute and/or rent heavy equipment used in construction, mining, material
handling, agriculture, and forestry.
“I am excited and blessed to be able to take full ownership of this well-established and esteemed brand. God has a funny way of
working things out in His time, and to be a part of the future of Jordan Sitter Associates after having been led by great people like
Bill Sitter and Jerry Randecker is humbling,” said True North Recruiting President & Owner Jay Lucas. “I am excited about bringing
additional recruiting resources and expanded search capabilities to the many clients who have been loyal to Jordan Sitter over
the years.”
Jay began his career in 1995 working for an international engineering and technical staffing firm. He spent most of his early years
recruiting engineers in a variety of industries, including heavy equipment, which later led to positions in leadership with Allegis
Group and ultimately self-employment. He has been operating True North Recruiting since 2004 and even shares some of the
same clients as Jordan Sitter & Associates. True North specializes in providing talent in Supply Chain & Manufacturing
Operations, Process Excellence (Lean/Six Sigma), Accounting, Information Technology, and Human Resources.
“I’m delighted to retain the support of both Carol Randecker and Bill Sitter as board advisors while I focus on leading Jordan
Sitter and True North into the future,” said Lucas. “I believe our combined economies of scale, our application of technology, as
well as our knowledge and experience will ensure lasting satisfaction for all our stakeholders.”
For more True North News, Click Here.
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